Electronic ASEAN Catch Documentation Scheme (eACDS) application: traceability tool from sea to plate
WHAT’S eACDS?

- A Software for Enhancing A Traceability of Fish and Fishery Products from fishing to plate

- Implementing eACDS required Good Governance in Fisheries Management: Port control, catch reporting, recording movement of fish in the supply chain, export-import, etc.
eACDS DATABASE SYSTEM

Web-based Application

- **Fisheries Officer**
  1. Admin
  2. Director Account
  3. Approve Port-out
  4. Approve Port-in
  5. Issuance Catch Declaration
  6. Issuance Movement Document
  7. Issuance Catch Certificate Document

- **Buyer/Processor**
  1. Request Catch Certificate Document

Mobile Application

- **Fishing Master/Fishing Owner**
  1. Catch report at sea

- **Buyer/Processor**
  1. Purchasing Fish
1. **Port-Out Permission & Issuance of Initial CD**
   - **FISHERIES OFFICER**

2. **Catch Report at Sea**
   - **FISHING MASTER/VESSEL OWNER**

3. **Port-In Permission, Catch Verification & Issuance of CD**
   - **FISHERIES OFFICER**

4. **Purchasing Fish for Local market and/or Processing Plant**
   - **BUYER/PROCESSOR**

5. **Issuance of Movement Document (MD)**
   - **FISHERIES OFFICER**

6. **Request for CC to Catch Certification Unit**
   - **BUYER/PROCESSOR**

7. **Issuance of Catch Certificate for Export**
   - **FISHERIES OFFICER**

8. **Export Fishery Product**
   - **BUYER/PROCESSOR**

9. **Trace Fishery Products from QR-Code**
   - **IMPORTER/CUSTOM**
EXAMPLE FOR EXPORT PRODUCT

STEP 9

Importer & Custom trace fishery products from QR-Code

Scan QR-Code from Product
Link to CC, MD and CD

Catch Certification (CC)
Movement Document (MD)
Catch Declaration (CD)